10.30 - 11.30

**Techniques for effective research with IEEE Xplore**
- Search like a professional with an overview of best practices for maximizing features of IEEE Xplore
- Tips and Tricks to search on IEEE Xplore Digital Library
- Advanced search techniques, setting up alerts, downloading equations, finding patent citations and much more

11.30 - 12.30

**IEEE Authorship Training: “Writing a technical paper for the IEEE. Tips for young authors”**
- Overview of the structure of a scientific article and methods for improving the writing skills,
- Choosing where to communicate – a conference or a journal? How to decide?
- A review of the editorial process will follow – the “do’s” and “don’ts” during the submission and revision process.
- Possibilities of open access publishing with IEEE
- Open discussion on issues faced during the process, suggestions and sharing online resources for further information.

12.30 - 12.45

**Questions & Answers**

Il Training sarà tenuto dalla Dr.ssa **Eszter Lukacs**, IEEE Client Services Manager

Per informazioni: [biblioteca.bast.centrale@uniroma3.it](mailto:biblioteca.bast.centrale@uniroma3.it)